Citizenship
by Investment
Achieving the pinnacle of mobility

Welcome to the investment
immigration era, where
freedom of movement, social
benefits, better tax planning
and tranquility of mind are
all being made accessible
in exchange for simple and
lawful qualifying investments.
Global mobility and international migration
has become a reality to people who had
never even considered that living in another
country or moving their assets abroad was
possible. But what exactly does ‘mobility’
mean? How can it be attained? Why can it
be attractive for an individual or a family?
Mobility generally refers to three concepts:
mobility of individuals, mobility of assets
and mobility of companies. Obtaining
the flexibility and the freedom to move
individuals, assets and companies, together
or individually, are the key reasons to look
into investment immigration opportunities.
The advantages of obtaining a second
or alternative citizenship are diverse.
Obtaining citizenship from one of the most
popular Citizenship Investment Programs
(CIPs), such as Cyprus, Malta, St. Kitts &
Nevis, Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica and
Grenada unlocks major investment and
business opportunities. Moreover, these
options can offer an enormous relief to
families looking to relocate to a safer
country, or for families who are wishing

to secure a ‘Plan B’ in the event their
country of residence becomes unsafe.
CIPs can also allow easier access to the
Schengen area and countries such as
the UK, Canada, Singapore, Hong Kong,
New Zealand, etc., for business and/
or leisure, and also offers a chance for
families to benefit from better healthcare
and education systems, or may ease
registrations to prestigious schools
with long waiting lists.
In many cases the full potential of
citizenship programs is best achieved
when coupled with another immigration
option. There are endless possible
combinations of mobility options
providing benefits greater than the
sum of their parts. One example is the
combination of a CIP’s passport and
the Thailand Elite Program’s visa which
enables individuals to establish a legal
residency in Thailand for up to 20 years
without being a tax resident in Thailand
or anywhere else in the world.

Such a combination not only provides
a greater freedom of movement
and investment, but allows for more
efficient tax planning potentially
providing savings of far more than
the total amount invested.
In 1861, the renowned American
poet Ralph Waldo Emerson stated:
“Nations have lost their old omnipotence;
the patriotic tie does not hold. Nations are
getting obsolete, we go and live where we
will. Steam has enabled them to choose
what law they live under. Money makes
a place for them.”
Although the age of steam has come
and gone, we most definitely are at the
heart of the age of global mobility, with
the Citizenship by Investment Programs
leading the way and allowing individuals
from anywhere on the globe to become
citizens of foreign countries, and to
improve their quality of life.

Your passport to mobility
With over 15 offices worldwide including
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh City,
Yangon, Montreal, Miami and various
Caribbean countries, Harvey Law Group
has an extensive team that can provide
exceptional support to a diverse
global clientele.
For more on our Citizenship by Investment
Program services, please contact us or scan
the QR code.
HK : +852 2116 1333
BKK : +66 2 670 1848
VN : +
 848 3910 7055 / 7056
Email : contact@harveylawcorporation.com
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